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Are You Light Years Away from the Body You've Always Dreamed Of?Can you exercise well in
workouts, but are still bulking an extra muffin-top load around the waist? Or maybe you can
perform amazing feats that make you look like a gym king, but you don't look like you've ever
exercised a day in your whole life! I'm totally hearing you. What about running a mini marathon,
but still finding that you're flabby, chubby, and not the best version of you? You know, the one
that you know you can be? There's no doubt about it really, the body is an interesting weapon of
mass obstruction. That's for sure! In fact, many of us are light years away from our hot bod, and
that's definitely true, even if we're eating well and exercising spectacularly.Toss All the Myths &
Find a Truly Viable Diet Structure…The harsh fact is, most of us are "barking up the wrong tree"
altogether, when it comes to becoming leaner and enhancing our 6-pack. You know, the one
that's hiding somewhere in there, underneath all that other stuff. And, unfortunately, the quick-
fixes, the military-styled workouts you see advertised regularly aren't gonna cut it for you. So,
what's it gonna take? A strict starvation diet that leaves you feeling unfulfilled? A disgusting no-
flavored diet plan leaving you hungry for anything sugary and laden with salt? Absolutely not.
We're going to discover the best kept secret that allows you to eat foods you love! Yep, no
starving or eating cardboard boxes because they're tastier than the food.Stop Spending
Ridiculous Hours in the Gym!With more than a decade of shredding experience put into the 6-
Pack Formula, you'll get a step-by-step process for getting the shredded abs you've only ever
dreamed about. And, there's no starvation dieting, no dangerous pills, and no crazy exercise
plans to make you so exhausted you can't walk for a week. This is simple, easy-to follow, viable
advice that anyone can implement to get the body and the 6-pack they so deserve. Today can
literally be, "The start of your new life." One that involves looking great, feeling great, and
knowing exactly why you're doing it! See you inside! I can't wait to show you everything!Book 2
in the The Bigger Leaner Stronger Muscle Series
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naturally. It really works!" - David M. Greer
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AJ Franco, “Wanna see my six pack abs. Looks like I might be seeing my six pack abs by the
end of the year! This short book was totally amazing and it gave me the motivation and key
strategies to finally get six pack abs back.”

J. Kerr, “Sensible and straightforward advice!. A good read to motivate and jump start anyone
towards achieving their fitness goals. A common sense approach to success!”

Fred M., “Great read. The information was good but wanted more excerises that could be done
at home over a certain time. Easier recipes that were faster.”

Imran Khan$, “Easy and informational reading !!!. Great read, the writer truly associates with the
peruses! Giving individual understanding and extraordinary guidance to singular achievement,
you will love purchasing this book.”

Harshit Kumawat, “A beginner's guide. A little information on how to get 6 pack abs. These info is
widely available on internet or on you tube. Nothing extraordinary in the book. In last few training
exercises and diet plan is given which can be followed to get the desired result of abs.”

Kaizad, “Basic + some more. I wouldn't call it too basic but it depends on your knowledge of the
subject, if you are a beginner the information does help you get the right understanding and
points you in the right direction.”

a.s, “Good book. The points are well explained . Basic book to clear fundamentals. Simple lucid
way. What problems will come on intermediate stage  is not explained .”

VinO, “Gud introduction. Gud introduction for beginers. Bio physics could have been introduced
as well. Looking for next edition to include them.. Good to start with..”

The book by Vince Kowalski has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 308 people have provided feedback.
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